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What Does Google Know about You? And Who Are They Telling?&#160;When you use
Google&;s &;free&; services, you pay, big time&;with personal information about yourself.
Google is making a fortune on what it knows about you&;and you may be shocked by just how
much Google does know. Googling Security is the first book to reveal how Google&;s vast
information stockpiles could be used against you or your business&;and what you can do to
protect yourself.&#160;Unlike other books on Google hacking, this book covers information you
disclose when using all of Google&;s top applications, not just what savvy users can retrieve via
Google&;s search results. West Point computer science professor Greg Conti reveals the
privacy implications of Gmail, Google Maps, Google Talk, Google Groups, Google Alerts,
Google&;s new mobile applications, and more. Drawing on his own advanced security research,
Conti shows how Google&;s databases can be used by others with bad intent, even if Google
succeeds in its pledge of &;don&;t be evil.&;&#160;Uncover the trail of informational &;bread
crumbs&; you leave when you use Google searchHow Gmail could be used to track your
personal network of friends, family, and acquaintancesHow Google&;s map and location tools
could disclose the locations of your home, employer, family and friends, travel plans, and
intentionsHow the information stockpiles of Google and other online companies may be spilled,
lost, taken, shared, or subpoenaed and later used for identity theft or even blackmailHow the
Google AdSense and DoubleClick advertising services could track you around the WebHow to
systematically reduce the personal information you expose or give away&#160;This book is a
wake-up call and a &;how-to&; self-defense manual: an indispensable resource for everyone,
from private citizens to security professionals, who relies on Google.&#160;Preface
xiiiAcknowledgments xixAbout the Author xxi&#160;Chapter 1: Googling 1Chapter 2:
Information Flows and Leakage 31Chapter 3: Footprints, Fingerprints, and Connections
59Chapter 4: Search 97Chapter 5: Communications 139Chapter 6: Mapping, Directions, and
Imagery 177Chapter 7: Advertising and Embedded Content 205Chapter 8: Googlebot
239Chapter 9: Countermeasures 259Chapter 10: Conclusions and a Look to the Future
299&#160;Index 317&#160;

About the AuthorGreg Conti is an assistant professor of computer science at the U.S. Military
Academy in West Point, New York. His research includes security data visualization, usable
security, information warfare, and web-based information disclosure. He is the author of Security
Data Visualization (No Starch Press, 2007) and has been featured in IEEE Security &#38;
Privacy magazine, Communications of the ACM, and IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
magazine. He has spoken at a wide range of academic and hacker conferences, including Black
Hat, DEFCON, and the Workshop on Visualization for Computer Security (VizSEC). Conti runs



the open source security visualization project RUMINT. His work can be found at
www.gregconti.com/ and www.rumint.org/.
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Edelmiro Fuentes, “Succeeds in creating awareness about privacy and security risks. How much
could you learn about someone based only on the words or phrases used in Google search?
Maybe just a little bit. But imagine that you are also able to track the links this person selects.
And don't forget the IP address, which indicates the geographical location. Oh, yes, and the
personal Gmail account with contacts, chats, and e-mails with their attachments. Did I mention
that this person also searches information in Google Groups, uses Google Maps, and enjoys
watching YouTube videos?Those wonderful "free" services offered by Google (and other
companies) come with a price: your personal data. Greg Conti raises the alert. He describes in a
very understandable manner the way this profiling/fingerprinting could happen. He also
highlights parts of the Google's privacy policy and analyses the implications about the way the
information could be used and the fact that the data maximum retention period may not be as
well defined as one could think. Fortunately, he also suggests some countermeasures that can
be taken in order to reduce our personal-data disclosure to Google.At the end of every chapter,
the endnotes nicely complement the treated topic by providing the sources of the information he
presents or additional resources to better understand the subject.The book is addressed to any
Google user (beginner, intermediate or advanced). Some basic understanding of concepts such
as IP-address, DNS server, and cookies may help to understand some very specific sections of
the book but it is not mandatory.It is definitely a recommended read for any internet user
concerned about privacy and the way personal data could be (mis)used.”

ALEXEY SNIGIREV, “Five Stars. Very nice!”

Ben Rothke, “Excellent book that explores the many security risks around Google and other
search engines. It has been suggested that if one was somehow able to change history so that
aspirin had never been discovered until now, it would have died in the lab and stand no chance
of FDA approval. In a report from the Manhattan Institute, they write that no modern drug
development organization would touch it. Similarly, if we knew the power that Google would
have in 2008 with its ability to aggregate and correlate personal data, it is arguable that various
regulatory and privacy bodies would never allow it to exist given the extensive privacy issues.In a
fascinating and eye-opening new book Googling Security: How Much Does Google Know About
You?, author Greg Conti explores the many security risks around Google and other search
engines. Part of the problem is that in the rush to get content onto the web, organizations often
give short shrift to the security and privacy of their data. At the individual level, those who make
use of the innumerable and ever expanding amount of Google free services can end up paying
for those services with their personal information being compromised, or shared in ways they
would not truly approve of; but implicitly do so via their acceptance of the Google Terms of
Service.While the book focuses specifically on Google, the security issues detailed are just as



relevant to Yahoo, MSN, AOL, Ask and the more than 50 other search engines.Until now, Google
and security have often not been used together. As an example, my friend and SEO guru
Shimon Sandler has a blog around search engine optimization (SEO). In the over three years
that his blog has been around, my recent post on The Need for Security in SEO was the first on
topic of SEO security. Similar SEO blogs also have a very low number (and often no) articles on
SEO and security. Sandler notes that when he mentions privacy issues around search to his
clients, it is often the first time they have thought of it.The book opens with the observation that
Google's business model is built on the prospect of providing its services for free. From the
individual user's perspective, this is a model that they can live with. But the inherent risk is that
the services really are not completely free; they come at the cost of the loss of control of one's
personal information that they share with Google.The book lists over 50 Google services and
applications which collect personal information. From mail, alerts, blogging, news, desktop,
images, maps, groups, video and more. People are placing a great deal of trust into Google as
each time they use a Google service, they are trusting the organization to safeguard their
personal information. In chapter 5, the book lists over 20 stated uses and advantages of Google
Groups, and the possible information disclosure risks of each.In the books 10 chapters, the
author provides a systematic overview of how Google gets your personal data and what it does
with it. In chapter 3, the book details how disparate pieces of data can be aggregated and
mined to create extremely detailed user profiles. These profiles are invaluable to advertisers
who will pay Google dearly for such meticulous user data. This level of personal data
aggregation was impossible to obtain just a few years ago, given the lack of computing power,
combined with the single point of user data. The book notes that this level of personalization,
while golden to advertisers, is a privacy anathema.Chapter 6 is particularly interesting in that it
details the risks of using Google Maps. Conti explains that the privacy issue via the use of
Google Maps is that it combines disclosure risks of search and connects it to mapping. You are
now sharing geographic locations and the associated interactions. By clicking on a link in a
Google map, the user discloses and strengthens the link between the search they performed
and what they deemed as important in the result. By aggregating source IP addresses and
destinations searches, Google can easily ascertain confidential data.After detailing over 250
pages of the risks of Google and related services, Chapter 9 is about countermeasures. Short
of simply not using the services, the book notes that there is no clear solution for protecting
yourself and company from web-based information disclosure. Nonetheless, the chapter lists a
number of things that can be done to reduce the threat. Some are easier, some are harder; but
they can ultimately add up to a significant layer of protection. Chapter 9 details 11 specific steps
that help users appreciate the magnitude of their disclosures and make informed decisions
about which search services to use.Googling Security: How Much Does Google Know About
You? is an important book given that far too many people do not realize how much personal
information they are disclosing on a daily basis. An important point that the book makes is that
small information disclosures are not truly small when they are aggregated over the course of



years. Advances in data mining and artificial intelligence are magnifying the importance of the
threat, all under the guise of improving the end-user experience. The book emphasizes the
need to evaluate the short-term computing gains with the long-term privacy losses.The final
chapter notes that apathy is the enemy. As a user becomes aware of the magnitude of the
threat, they will see it grow every day. But the next step is to take action. Be it with technical
countermeasures, taking your business where privacy is better supported, or petitioning
lawmakers.As to the underlying question, "how much does Google know about you?", the
answer is that it is a colossal amount, far more than most people realize. For anyone who uses
the Internet, Googling Security should be on their list of required reading. The risks that Google
and other search engines present are of great consequence and can't be overlooked. If not,
privacy could slowly be a thing of the past.”

Chris Gates, “Google may not be evil, but its still worth keeping an eye on. Disclaimer: I know the
author personally and was given a review copy of the book.I haven't read many (non-religious)
books that totally change my outlook about the world we live in. In 2008, Robert O'Harrow's "No
Place to Hide" is one such book and Greg Conti's Googling Security is the second.The book
begins with a simple question. "Have you ever searched for something you wouldn't want you
grandmother to know about?" A simple but powerful question. Of course all of us have
searched for topics we would rather our grandmother, friends, or spouse not know about. Would
you ever consider posting the sum of your Google queries on your blog or website? Probably
not, but just about all of us have given this information to Google in our dealings with them over
the years. The book helps you take a look at how the sum of that information gathered through
the use of the multitude of Google's "free" tools adds up to take a huge chunk of our privacy and
very well could be giving Google a solid look into our personalities to include things most of us
would prefer keep private.Breakdown of the chapters:Chapter 1: Googling 1Chapter 2:
Information Flows and Leakage 31Chapter 3: Footprints, Fingerprints, and Connections
59Chapter 4: Search 97Chapter 5: Communications 139Chapter 6: Mapping, Directions, and
Imagery 177Chapter 7: Advertising and Embedded Content 205Chapter 8: Googlebot
239Chapter 9: Countermeasures 259Chapter 10: Conclusions and a Look to the Future 299A
common theme that the author found while conducting research for the book was "Google will
collect personal information from you to provide you with a better experience." Right now we
expect Google to "do no evil" and their current policies say they don't personally identify its users
but as the author points out through the chapters in the book; Google gathers A LOT of data they
DO tell us about and the ability to gather even more data is already built into its "free"
services.Some other reviewers have said that its "preaching to the choir." While I agree that the
normal person that would buy this book is in the IT field, I wouldnt be so quick to immediately
say that the average system admin or evern security guy understands the magnitude of
information gathering that could possibly be going on and the value and power of that
information. While not specifically mentioned in the book I would encourage anyone interested



in the topic to check out Conti's DEFCON 16 presentation on "Could Googling Take Down a
President, a Prime Minister, or an Average Citizen?" When you think about the importance or
value of that first page of results returned by Google and think about how events, commerce, or
public opinion could be shaped by crafting the results that are returned you have a powerful
tool(weapon?). What if the top results for a certain political candidate consistently only returned
negative commentary? or if events were "buried" by Google never returning those results? Just
because Google doesn't currently appear to be altering results or collecting and using personal
information, its important to understand the power every user gives to Google in both personal
information and the power of controlling what is presented to searchers.One of the best things
the book has that most books covering similar (privacy) type topics is a countermeasures
chapter. While saying "don't use Google" really isn't an option for most people the best advice
from the chapter was teaching people to know and understand what they are disclosing and
adjusting the behavior accordingly.My only dislike in the book was the coverage of "physical"
information leakage (TEMPEST). The material is good, but I don't think it was pertinent to the
Google and privacy discussion.”

The book by Greg Conti has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 8 people have provided feedback.
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